
INTEGRATION WITH

What is Sportscode integration?

PlaySight cameras are 

capturing the action on the 

court

Sportscode tagging software

Is receiving the PlaySight 

capture feed in real time into 

the tagging software



Sportscode, allow teams to code and analyze video in real time.  The Sporscode analyst 
operates at the facility itself where the game/practice is performed while the game is 
performed while capturing the streamed live video. 

Sportscode is a software only product and needs the team/user to provide the video feed that 
is captured.

Courts equipped with Playsight are able to provide live video feed  from any of the installed 
camera’s as well as the automatically produced SmartTracker video. These feeds are formatted 
by a kit of integration tools, to be compatible with the sportscode capturing requirements. 

INTEGRATION WITH

Sportcode can receive video in two ways:

1. Wired connection - HDMI format
2. Wireless connection - IP (video over internet) - Only supported in certain versions of 

Sportscode

PlaySight integration kit provide video feed for both methods. 

From the Sportscode user stand point, there are two difference between the above methods:

• IP capture is limited to a single stream at a time (meaning - if multiple cameras are 
available the IP capture will only be able to capture single pre selected camera. to switch to 
another angle, the Sportscode operator will need to terminate the tagging session and start 
a new one with the new source). Wired capture allows the Sportscode operator to switch 
between cameras while capturing with the assistance of an additional software (provided in 
the integration kit)

• IP capture allows the Scportcode operator to move around the site with a laptop computer 
connected to the network (not recommended by Sportscode.
Wired connection requires the operator to be connected directly to the source output 



Integration kit

The kit includes the following components:

ANT-37000 SpotBox4K Multi viewer

2 HDMI CABLES

2 X 0.5 meter 
RJ 45 CAT6A Patch Cables



Integration kit
Playsight + SportsCode
Recommended Layout:


